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Dental Assisting Exam is packed with critical information on the Certified Dental Assistant (CDA)

and Registered Dental Assistant (RDA) exams and key test-taking tips to improve your scores on

multiple-choice and written tests. Additionally, it offers a detailed, realistic study plan that helps you

implement strategies to ensure success. Excellent job security, solid pay, numerous opportunities

for advancement-certified dental assistants enjoy all these benefits and more. And the good news is

that certified dental assistants not only command higher salaries, but their services are in higher

demand as well; dentists prefer to hire dental assistants who have demonstrated competency and

dedication to their field. This comprehensive and incisive guide provides fast, focused exam

preparation so you can quickly advance your career goals in general dentistry, orthodontics, oral

surgery, and beyond. Dental Assisting Exam provides: Two complete practice exams Targeted

review and strategies for the written comprehensive test In-depth information on dental science,

infection control, chairside assisting, dental materials, dental radiology, dental office procedures,

and dental law and ethics. A thorough assessment and overview of preparing for practical exams

The exclusive-and highly successful-9-step LearningExpress Test Prep System FREE access to an

additional instantly scored online practice exam
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I've been a dental assistant in the military for a good 7 years but never took the RDA or CDA. If you



kept up with your skills, this is a decent reviewer for the test. I studied for 2 weeks and did fine on

the RDA exam.

it looks complete! I still feel confident I will pass, everytime I read it, I haven't scheduled for my RDA.

I will update my resultsJan-31-2014So after finish this book in less than 3 weeks it helped me and

made me confident while taking the exam. nailed the test with no problem. Next step practical

feb-8th-2014

It's a good book if your just wanting to freshen up on verbiage or anatomy. There are practice test in

the book but when you take it you realize that the book didnt cover half of it! So this is not a good

book to use for the CDA exam.

I am a DA who just finished the practical exam.This book was recommended by one of my

instructor; and my classmate who already passed both of the written and practical exams were also

using this book. It was very helpful for me to ready and take the written part and get my RDA

license. If you are a DA who already graduated long time ago and want to get the RDA license? But

seems forget everything already?? Get this book! It will help you a lot to bring all the materials you

been learned. This book has multiple choice, after you practice on it, you can also check your

answer on the next page ^^Just keep it up, it has everything you want here.Hint: Practice on this

booklet and keep on update on the law questions, you will be ready to go! Good luck!

Great book, if you are trying to get your RDA read this book. I passed the RDA with flying colors

because of this book. Get it!!

Thank you , this book covered everything on the RDA written exam and I was able to pass the test

with ease and confideance !

This book has helped a lot and the exam was easy to pass. Thank you very much for sending the

book in time.
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